Our Products
MichiGrain Potato Vodka: ID 17440-potato
At MichiGrain, we believe in tradition, which is why we make some of our
vodka the old way: from potatoes. MichiGrain Potato Vodka is made with
fresh potatoes, not dried potato starch, that comes from 100% Michi gan-sourced Russet potatoes. Opting to go the environmentally friendly
route by using another company’s byproduct, we utilize the starch
between the skin and the body of the potato to create our handcrafted
vodka. Due to a lack of protein in potatoes, potato vodka has a much
smoother taste than other vodka varieties. When creating our double
distilled and gluten-free potato vodka, we focus on flavor first and yield
second by creating the highest standard of spirits cut with deionized water. MichiGrain Potato Vodka has a smooth taste and a traditional vodka
flavor which makes it an ideal choice for any occasion.

MichiGrain Corn Vodka: ID 17439-corn
At MichiGrain, we rely on our local farmers to provide us with the best
corn they harvest. We source the field sweet corn used to make Michi Grain Corn Vodka from a farmer’s co-op in Mason, Michigan. This vodka
has a robust taste with a slight bite in the nose, but a very soft end-note.
Its earthy notes paired with its touch of grain flavor are experienced
in every sip. Throughout our double-distilling process, MichiGrain Corn
Vodka gets cut with de-ionized water and undergoes a two-day carbon
process for a clean smooth taste. MichiGrain Corn Vodka is the vodka
that vodka drinkers seek out.

Our Mission
At Michigrain, we don’t believe in limitations. Our vision to bring our own unique brand of unpack aged craft to the
world of spirits all starts with two very simple goals: make the kind of liquor we want to drink and make a whole lot
of it. Typically, when one pictures a distillery that creates the kind of high-quality handcrafted spirits that we
produce, they imagine small-batch-level output. Inspired by the population of relentless hard workers from our
home in Michigan, we’ve taken a page straight out of their playbook and put our blood, sweat, and tears into
creating a process that proves high volume can actually be handcrafted.
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